>After all these many years and moving, I don't believe it any more.  

nonesense.

just a few more bangs and you'da had it, i'm sure.

>Plus my publications are way behind.  

behind *what*?

>My generation of Ph.Ds are all full professors by now.

this is sposed to evoke some kinda sympathy, rite ?

*my* generation of Ph.Ds is all retired by now.

>But it's still up there on
http://www.ariadne.org/studio/michelli/stcwelcome.html

yep.

buggy as hell, too.

i'm supposed to read a full page of instructions, glitch reports, history of glitches, your mother's maiden name, and *then* deal with screens that disappear when they are clicked on and won't stay up, can't be read unless every other winduh is closed....  is the content of the site worth it ?  can you send me a hard copy, snailmail?

maybe you should apply to Microsoft for a job.

with tenure.

>At least my head doesn't melt every six seconds!

seven.

it would be an inprovement, if you had that marevelous Crumbism on that site --maybe that would stabilise things somewhat.  you can borrow it, if you like.  i forgot where i got it, but i'm sure the guy wouldn't mind.


>viday soupra, comme ils disent en c-land

buggy as hell.

ought to be some kind of prize for that level of buggieness.

The Golden Cockroach, or something.

>> http://www.ariadne.org/centrechartraine/towers/charpente.html
>> http://www.ariadne.org/centrechartraine/towers/viollets-charpente.html
>> http://www.ariadne.org/centrechartraine/towers/1696-north.jpg

>Now these are interesting!  

well, yeah.

and, remarkably absent of bugginess.

>Viollet le Duc has a lot of current accepted wisdom rubbish to answer for.

i get those pages up a bit better, i'll float the question on medart, see if anybody knows of another example of his deliberately fabricating stuff --like that woodcut.  

if indeed that's what he did.  

it's *possible* that he sketched it during his 1834 visit.  but the point of view (which i've not been able to exactly determine --the lithograph *may* be reversed, and the woodcut too, following it) is so close to identical in both that i'm very suspicious of the coincidence.

and, i suppose, there *may* have been more of the charpente visible in Chapuy's original sketch which was not included in the lithograph, but i would doubt that; and i would doubt that The Duck had access to Chapuy's 1820something sketch in the 1850s.

which means that he (The Duck) made the upper part of the charpent up, out of whole cloth or, at the least, extrapolating from what he could see.

>Not the least being most art historians' determination to treat stone vaulting as if it was wood 

?

>(so they miss the aesthetic/structural conflict which is a very important and fascinating aspect, 

??

>which - what's more - documents a cultural shift of attention from reality to appearance ... 

???

>how postmodern can you get, 

????

>and why can't I keep a job?).  

well, since you axed.....

>Noticed those useless pegs

?

the unaffiliated, chamfered, and wedged through-tenons, you mean ?

those?

the "pegs" (treenails) are all more or less correct and certainly not useless.

>before the pic blew up, too.  I love the chapel reconstruction, 

the "14th c." date is a bit troubling.

though, that's The Duck's fantasy (not in Chapuy's --de Jolimont's, actually-- text), based solely, i assume, on the profile of the molding on the underside of the horizontal beam running between the two capitals, which does, indeed, appear to be quite late (even after 1400).

but, that's a pretty slender reed on which to build our sandcastle mare's nest, it seems to me.

interesting to note that de Jolimont's text seems to have been written without either consultation with Chapuy or even a close look at his rendering --the only explanation i can think of for his identifying those capitals as "culs de lampe."  

otOh, where'd he get that they were "ornés de sculptures et des armes de France et du chapitre" ?   certainly not from Chapuy's drawing.

which brings us to the point of the exercise : those historiated capitals. 

for that's *surely* what they are, no?

14th c. historiated caps ??

>and the exposay of le Duc.  

poor guy.

>Why don't you link the pages together then??  

just haven't gotten around to it --worked on it for a few daze, then something came up, as usual.  hard to think about anything for more than a day or two at a time.  which ain't enough.  time.

anyway, i was figgering that we could do a virtual reconstruction, snag some exorbitant grant money.  thought you'd be able to write it up, for 10%.  

>And there are some interested painted wooden vault churches in Normandy/Brittainy - not so early, but give a good idea of the effect.  

wood "vaults" (barrel-vaulted ceilings, actually) are not all that uncommon in the region --and would surely have been much more common before the 16th c. wars redecorated about a thousand village churches in the beauce.

i may have mentioned that on the site --meant to.  i've got a few slides of the very late (17th c.?) one at Gallardon, just a few clicks from chartres.

the most interesting wood vaulting i've seen is in a beautiful 15th c. wood jubé which survives in a church in the Troyes region --you can barely walk underneath them, but there are wood ribvaults there.

and, like i said (or meant to), there were wood keystones found in the early 13th c. Hotel Dieu when it was destroyed in the mid 19th c. (which, themselves, were said to be "like those found recently in the restoration of the Ste Chapelle in Paris").

must have been very, very common, wood ceilings/vaults/rib vaults.

why don't you see if you can find any on the web.  

Meanwhile, i'll work this up so that i cna publish it in some printed press like Art Bulletin, the New York Post, Hustler, or somewhere.

c

